CYCLE 4

Summary of Your Feedback From Cycle 3
OPTION 3A (1 OF 3 VERSIONS SHOWN)

Full feedback is in the Cycle 3 Report here: https://kingsbridgeproject.uk/our-consultation/
KEY FEEDBACK RAISED IN CYCLE 23
→ Residents said they understood the
options and how they had been
assessed
→ Most residents were very supportive
of significant change to improve the
estate
→ Residents wanted to see fewer,
more detailed options that are all
viable
→ Leaseholders would like more

detailed information about the
financial impact and the offer that
would be made to them in the
different options.
→ Residents were concerned that the
consultation process might not
result in improvements
→ Residents welcomed improvements
to the landscape, particularly the
playground

Some aspects of the
refurbishment option
would work well...the block
would benefit from adding
security doors

3B: If this is going to
happen you may as well
knock it down and build it
again

I like option 3 but I
don’t think the options
resolve all the problems

Refurbishment is an ok
option, but it won’t make a
difference to the space

Interested in moving to
new rooftop extensions on
Montrose or Montcalm

The most important
thing to be addressed is
internal space within the
home and storage. The
refurbishment options do
not go far enough to solve
these issues.

OPTION 1

OPTION 4A (1 OF 3 VERSIONS SHOWN)
Take Option 1 off,
Option 1 shouldn’t be an
option

Prefer Option 1 to
avoid additional homes

It means all the issues
will remain
No difference we need
a change
Surprised that this is
being shown as not many
residents support it

Preference for 4A as
Michigan House has not
been there so long so this
is the best one to knock
down

What will it cost
leaseholders? Protracted
inconvenience of having
work done such as noise,
disruption, scaffolding etc.

To give us a lift and
more storage or bigger
kitchens and bathrooms
we need to start from the
ground up

I think it’s unfair to
work on just one of the
blocks, all three blocks are
having problems and it’s
only fair that they all get
the same work done.

It would mean that I
can move out of this flat
to a bigger and energy
efficient home

OPTION 2

OPTION 5
Refurbishing doesn’t
increase the size of
the property and living
conditions

Like the idea of
Option 2

I want Option 5,
better homes, bigger new
bathrooms and kitchens

Don’t like the idea of
18 storey high rise blocks
and cost to leaseholders

No lift, old buildings,
like the area, like Option 5

It will take too long to
complete

We need more work
Damp, bad lighting,
windows, everything too
old and rooms too small

If the buildings need to
be taller to be viable that’s
fine

Feel strongly against
high rise buildings

Support full
redevelopment and want
it to happen as quickly as
possible
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আপিন যিদ চান েয, এই ডকুেম��ট বাংলায় অনুবাদ করা েহাক বা আপিন যিদ বাংলা বা িসেল�ট ভাষায় আেলাচনা করেত এবং
আপনার মতামত িদেত চান, তাহেল অনু�হ কের িনঃ�� েফান ন�র 0800 030 4588-এ েফান ক�ন এবং আপনার নাম,
�ঠকানা এবং েযাগােযােগর িববরণ সহ এক�ট ভেয়সেমল েছেড় আসুন। েকউ একজন আপনার সােথ েযাগােযাগ করেবন।
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